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Abstract
This paper describes a fast rendering algorithm for verification of spectacle lens design. Our method simulates

refraction corrections of astigmatism as well as myopia or presbyopia. Refraction and defocus are the main issues
in the simulation. For refraction, our proposed method uses per-vertex basis ray tracing which warps the environ-
ment map and produces a real-time refracted image which is subjectively as good as ray tracing. Conventional
defocus simulation was previously done by distribution ray tracing and a real-time solution was impossible. We
introduce the concept of a blur field, which we use to displace every vertex according to its position. The blurring
information is precomputed as a set of field values distributed to voxels which are formed by evenly subdividing the
perspective projected space. The field values can be determined by tracing a wavefront from each voxel through
the lens and the eye, and by evaluating the spread of light at the retina considering the best human accommoda-
tion effort. The blur field is stored as texture data and referred to by the vertex shader that displaces each vertex.
With an interactive frame rate, blending the multiple rendering results produces a blurred image comparable to
distribution ray tracing output.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation

1. Introduction

Reflection and refraction are fundamental themes in com-
puter graphics. Ray tracing is a common solution to these
subjects. Considering today’s boost in computing power, ray
tracing is still not fast enough to achieve a real-time re-
sult for practical applications. Meanwhile, approximations
for reflection and refraction based on environment mapping
with a GPU are used for major applications, especially for
games. For applications of lens system design, such approx-
imation methods are not used since they lack the accuracy
that is required for the design processes. Ray tracing is still
a major tool to simulate refraction for this purpose.

Spectacle lens designers, like most designers of other in-
dustrial products, use CAD applications to form the sur-
face shape of their product. Their design task is a re-
peated processes of shape improvement and verification. The
turnaround speed is getting better because of more sophisti-
cated interactive tools enabling intuitive design of surface
shapes. Unlike other industrial design areas, the turnaround
of lens design is limited because ray tracing is in its verifica-
tion stage.

A naked eye view 
(30.6fps)

A view through a 
concave lens (20.1fps)

A view through a 
convex lens (20.1fps)

A naked eye view 
(30.6fps)

A view through a 
concave lens (20.1fps)

A view through a 
convex lens (20.1fps)

Figure 1: Simulation results of a patient model with both
myopia and presbyopia.

In spectacle lens verification this is especially noticeable
because distribution ray tracing, which is several times or
an order of magnitude slower than regular ray tracing, is
mandatory for the simulation of a defocused image. Our
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interactive display of human vision corrected by spectacle
lenses dramatically changes the design process.

This paper presents a method of human eyesight simula-
tion targeted especially for refraction correction with specta-
cle lenses. We introduce an interactive algorithm for reflec-
tion and refraction, which we call Per-vertex Ray Tracing.
Recently, there are several other research works pursuing
real-time plausible reflection and/or refraction. An advan-
tage of ours is that the image is accurate at every vertex on
the reflective or refractive object. Our algorithm enables the
user to display 3D scenes through the lens in real-time with
a sufficient refraction accuracy to simulate the distortion and
color aberration of the lens.

Defocusing is a more critical issue for spectacle lens sim-
ulation. Many interactive applications employ a defocus ef-
fect that is often referred to as depth of field (DOF). Much
work has been done for defocus effect with various cam-
era models or image based models. However, these mod-
els lack human eye characteristics and are not applicable
for DOF correction by spectacle lenses. There have been a
small number of research activities on such correction. No
previous work has been found which successfully realized
real-time or interactive simulation of the human visual DOF
phenomenon and its correction by lenses.

Two major obstacles are the performance of distribution
ray tracing and the performance of human eye simulation.
We solved the first issue with Per-vertex Ray Tracing and
the second issue by precomputing the result of human eye
and spectacle lens simulation. The result is stored as spa-
tially distributed, volumetric information, which we call a
blur field. In the rendering runtime each vertex of the ob-
jects in the scene is displaced according to its location in the
blur field.

The blur field concept alone can be combined with dis-
tribution ray tracing to simulate eyesight or even other DOF
models, provided that the primitives are polygon based and a
routine is defined to displace each vertex instead of jittering
the viewpoint.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section2 we review
some previous work on interactive refraction and human vi-
sual simulation. Section3 describes a real-time refraction
technique which we call per-vertex ray tracing. Section4 in-
troduces our human visual simulation model and the concept
of blur field. Section5 summarizes results and performance
and Section6 gives our conclusion with some discussion.

2. Previous Work

Since our proposed method uses real-time refraction, we first
introduce related research on this topic. The second half of
this section presents some previous work on the simulation
of the human visual system and refraction correction.

2.1. Real-time Rendering with Refraction

Environment mapping [BN76] is a common technique to
approximate reflection. Since it can easily be hardware-
accelerated [HS93] [VF94], environment mapping became
widely accepted for reflection effects. Real-time refrac-
tion mapping techniques were derived [LKM01] [Wym05]
but they are limited to refraction for distant objects,
which is a critical limitation of environment mapping.
Hakura [HSL01] used a layered map to support local objects.
Ohbuchi [Ohb03] realized a real-time method using refrac-
tion rays. Both methods map the environment objects to indi-
vidual image planes and the accuracy is limited. To improve
the accuracy of the local environment mapping, distance im-
postors [SKALP05] were introduced. Using the depth chan-
nel of the environment map, they approximated the ray hit
points by iterative computing. Their method is fast and ac-
curate for large-planar objects but the accuracy decreases for
complex environment objects.

Unlike other real-time refraction methods, ours computes
per vertex ray-scene intersections to obtain accurate 3D co-
ordinates. Although the performance penalty is higher than
distance impostors, it still runs in 30fps for practical scenes.
More importantly for distortion evaluation, except for a case
of occlusion discrepancy, which virtually does not occur in
lens simulation, our method guarantees the refraction accu-
racy at each mesh point of the refractive surface.

2.2. Simulation of Correction of Human Visual Systems

A number of researchers have proposed DOF mod-
els [PC81] [Shi94] [KMH95]. Distribution ray trac-
ing [CPC84] is one of the most popular DOF techniques for
off-line rendering. Accumulation buffer [HA90] is a hard-
ware mechanism which realizes real-time DOF.

Some research work has been done on DOF taking the
human eye model into account. Santamaria et al. [SAB87]
measured the human eye as a lens system to acquire a point
spread function and tried to reconstruct the image on the
retina. Mostafawy [MKL97] introduced a thick lens model
of a human eye and simulated refractive surgery effects.
Loos et al. [LSS98] used wavefront tracing to evaluate the
human eye accommodation and visualized refractive cor-
rection by progressive lenses. Both of the above use dis-
tribution ray tracing and real-time processing is impossible.
Barsky [Bar04] advocated the concept of Vision Realistic
Rendering and introduced a DOF technique using aberration
information measured from a patient’s optical system.

Our proposed method produces a similar type of result
to Loos’ or Barsky’s but the performance is enhanced by
several orders of magnitude, for example 20fps vs 0.002fps.
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Per-vertex ray tracing Cube mapping

Figure 3: An example of reflection in a car door mirror model. In the central two images a wireframe model of the mirror is
overlaid to show the vertex positions. Each red sphere has been located at the 3D intersection of each reflection vector and the
scene, and is reflected in the mirror. The intersections are reflected exactly at the corresponding mirror vertices in the images
of per-vertex ray tracing while they are not in the cube mapping images.

3. Per-vertex Ray Tracing

The basic idea is to warp the environment map so that each
vertex reflects the accurate scene intersection point of the
extension of its reflection vector.

3.1. Algorithm for Each Frame

The processing step in each frame is as follows: The item
numbers correspond to those appearing in Figure2.

1. Compute reflection (refraction) vector at each vertex of
the reflective (refractive) objects sharing an environment
map.

2. Compute a virtual viewpoint, form a view volume, and
render an intermediate image to be used as an environ-
ment map.

3. For each vertex of the reflective (refractive) objects:

a. Trace the extension of the reflection (refraction) vec-
tor to find the nearest intersection with the scene.

b. Find the line that connects the intersecting point and
the virtual viewpoint.

c. Find the point where the line intersects with the pro-
jection plane for the environment map.

d. Assign the coordinates of the point in the environment
map to the texture coordinates of the relevant vertex.

4. Render the scene and the reflective (refractive) objects
from the original viewpoint.

(2)

(1)

(3.a)

(3.c) (3.d)(3.b)

(4)

original 
viewpoint

objects 
in the scene

projection (near 
clipping) plane for 
the environment map

virtual viewpoint

reflective object

vertex

Figure 2: Processing steps of the per-vertex ray tracing.

In step 2 a least-squares approach is used to quickly find
the virtual viewpoint that best represents the reflection (re-
fraction) rays from the vertices.

With this algorithm the accurate intersection point is re-
flected at each vertex of the reflective object. The only ex-
ception is occlusion inconsistency potentially caused by the
difference between the viewing ray from each vertex and that
from the virtual viewpoint. Its possibility should, however,
be minimized by the least-squares method. In addition, the
possibility is even more negligible for spectacle lens simu-
lation, in which case the distributions of the vertex positions
and the refraction vector directions are moderate and limited.

For refractive lens objects, the process is identical to that
in Figure2 except that each refraction vector is computed
with double refraction at the back and front faces of the lens.

3.2. Results of reflection and refraction

Figure 3 presents a sample result of reflection using Per-
vertex Ray Tracing with a cube mapping reference. While
local reflections yield apparent errors in the cube mapping
example, the per-vertex ray tracing results in an exact match-
ing at each vertex.

A rendering example of double-refraction through a lens
is shown in Figure4.

This is also an example of color aberration of the lens.
The right image of Figure4 is a close-up of the edge of
the lens, where the color difference is apparent. The color
aberration simulation is accomplished by rendering the lens
three times, each with one of the three separate sets of tex-
ture coordinates computed by iterating step 3 described in
Section3.1 using different refraction indices (and thus dif-
ferent sets of refraction rays) for red, green, or blue. Each
of the above lens rendering tasks is carried out with appro-
priate color mask settings to make a color-shifted refraction
image over the lens surface. Note that all three tasks share
the first pass result, i.e., the environment map, and thus the
extra computation for color aberration is minimized.

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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Figure 4: Color aberration exhibited near the edge of a con-
vex lens. RGB’s are separately rendered for the lens surface
using different refractive indices (R:1.60, G:1.61, B:1.62).

4. Defocus Using Blur Fields

The basic idea for defocus is to displace the objects on a
per vertex basis, according to the vertex location relative to
the lens and the eye. We introduce a concept ofblur field,
a precomputed 3D spatial distribution of shape information
which defines how a specific place should be blurred.

We define the blur field in the normalized device coor-
dinate space, by subdividing inx, y, andz directions. Each
subdivided box, which we call avoxel, contains a blur field
value as a result of the precomputation.

We assume that the scene objects consist of polygon mesh
models. Since the defocus operation is carried out per vertex,
each model needs to be tessellated with sufficient granularity
to produce a desired quality.

This section describes both the precomputation process
(Sections4.1-4.4) and the displacement operation (Section
4.5) in the rendering loop. The outline of the process is de-
scribed in Figure5 and Figure6.

4.1. Blur Field

4.1.1. Use of the Normalized Device Coordinate System

The view volume for the refraction map is used as the space
for the blur field. After the projection transformation and
perspective division, the view volume is mapped to the nor-
malized device coordinate system (NDC). The blur field is
defined in the NDC and each sampled value is stored in
a voxel. The voxels are formed by evenly subdividing the
whole NDC space.

An advantage of using NDC is its compatibility with the
perspective projection. Places closer to the viewpoint in the
world coordinate space are more precisely subdivided than
places farther from the viewpoint. This is a similar concept
to that of perspective shadow maps [SD02].

Another major advantage is rendering performance. Since
the vertex shader always transforms all vertices to the clip-
ping space, which is very close to the NDC, the determina-
tion of the voxel in which each vertex resides will require a
simple arithmetic rather than a4×4 matrix transformation.
Section4.5describes the details.
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Figure 5: The whole process of the method. The n is the
number of jittered images to blend.
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Figure 6: The outline of the defocus processing flow. As
a result of the precomputation, an ellipsoid shape informa-
tion is stored for each voxel. The 1st pass consists of sev-
eral separate rendering passes applying, in turn, a displace-
ment vector within the ellipsoid to every vertex in the scene.
Their results are blended onto the accumulation or auxil-
iary buffer. The blurred image is mapped to the lens surface
in the 2nd pass using the per-vertex ray tracing technique.
Note that we assume that the lens position relative to the
viewpoint does not change during the rendering loop.

4.1.2. Voxel information

Each voxel contains region information which defines the
limit of the displacement of the vertices residing in the voxel.
The region is determined by an ellipsoid whose size and ori-
entation are computed by wavefront tracing. The wave em-
anates from a point in the voxel through the spectacle lens
and the eye lens, and finally onto the retina. Details are pre-
sented in Sections4.3and4.4.

4.2. Finding Light Ray Paths

To trace a wavefront, we need to know the path along which
the ray from the center of the voxel travels through the spec-
tacle lens into the eye, as indicated in Figure6(a). It is not a
trivial problem to find the light paths often described as Fer-
mat’s Principle. We solved this using an image processing
approach.
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First, a 2D (x-y) array of voxels at a certain depth (z) is
rendered as a 2D array of rectangles through the lens with
per-vertex ray tracing, using the same viewpoint position as
in rendering the current frame (2nd pass). The background is
set to black and the color of each rectangle is made unique.

A simple image processing of the rendered result can
identify the pixels corresponding to the centers of the voxels.
Each of these pixels corresponds to a point on the projection
plane, in the world coordinate system. A ray from the view-
point to such a point should travel through the lens being
refracted twice, and then reach to the center of the voxel.
This double-refracted ray is a very good approximation of
the path obeying Fermat’s Principle, connecting the view-
point and the center of the voxel. In addition, in most cases
for lenses, the double-refracted ray strikes through all vox-
els of different depths but at the samex-y position. Thus, the
refracted light ray path can be shared among such voxels as
line up along thez direction. To compute a blur field value
for a voxel, a wave along this path is traced back from an
appropriate passing point in the voxel. In this paper, we call
this starting point for each voxel awave source.

4.3. Wavefront Tracing

Wavefront tracing [Kne64] [Sta72] is a general tool to
simulate traveling light rays. It was applied to produce
caustics from reflective surfaces [MH92] [Elb94]. Loos et
al. [LSS98] used it to evaluate the human eye accommoda-
tion for each pixel. We used wavefront tracing more directly
than Loos et al. in order not only to evaluate accommoda-
tion but also to make a defocus spread pattern on the retina
by deriving new wavefront operations, which are described
in Section4.4.

The wavefront at a point can be represented by the di-
rection of the wave movement, i.e., a normal vectorN, two
principal directionse1 ande2 which are perpendicular with
each other, and corresponding principal curvaturesκ1 and
κ2. Note that a curvature is negative when the center of cur-
vature is in the opposite direction of the wave movement.

In spreading or transferring by a distanced, a wavefront
is simply transformed as follows.

κ ′1 =
κ1

1−dκ1
, κ ′2 =

κ2

1−dκ2
. (1)

Here, the vectorsN, e1, ande2 do not change.

The transformation for refraction is derived from Snell’s
law and is fully described in the references [Kne64] [Sta72].
We present only the result here as Mitchell [MH92] and
Loos [LSS98] described. The direction vectorN is trans-
formed asN′ = µN + γN(s), whereN(s) is the unit normal
vector of the refractive surface andµ = n1

n2
,γ = −µ cosϕ +

cosϕ ′. n1 andn2 are the indices of refraction of the media
before and behind the surface, respectively.ϕ andϕ ′ denote
the angle of incidence and the angle of refraction, respec-
tively. When a unit vectoru ∝ N×N(s) is given, which is

tangent both to the incident wavefront and to the surface,
curvatures with respect tou can be obtained as follows. Us-
ing another unit vectorv = N×u and the angleω between
u and the first principal directione1, i.e.,

u = cosωe1−sinωe2, v = sinωe1 +cosωe2, (2)

Euler’s Formulas

κu = κ1cos2 ω +κ2sin2 ω

κv = κ1sin2 ω +κ2cos2 ω (3)

κuv = (κ1−κ2)cosω sinω

determine the directional curvaturesκu, κv and the torsion
κuv on the incident wave. By refraction, curvatures of the
wavefront are transformed as:

κ ′u = µκu + γκ(s)
u

κ ′v = µκv
cos2 ϕ
cos2 ϕ ′

+ γκ(s)
u

1
cos2 ϕ ′

(4)

κ ′uv = µκuv
cosϕ
cosϕ ′

+ γκ(s)
uv

1
cosϕ ′

,

whereκ(s)
u , κ(s)

v , andκ(s)
uv are, respectively, the directional

curvatures and the torsion of the refractive surface at the in-
cident point. They can be computed using Equation3 sim-
ilarly to the wavefront. To represent the wavefront after the
transformation, we need to find the principal curvatures and
directions by inverting Equation3.

κ1 = κucos2 ω +2κuvcosω sinω +κvsin2 ω

κ2 = κusin2 ω−2κuvcosω sinω +κvcos2 ω (5)

tan2ω =
2κuv

κu−κv
.

Table1 presents the usage of wavefront tracing operations in
the proposed method, showing which of the operations takes
place in which turn during the computation of the blur field
for each voxel.

Table 1: The process of precomputation for each voxel.
These operations take place along the double-refracted ray
from the wave source of each voxel to the viewpoint.

place or media operation equation

wave source wavefront creation
air transfer (1)

front refraction (3) (4) (5)
spectacle

glass transfer (1)
lens

back refraction (3) (4) (5)
air transfer (1)

accommodation (13) (15)
pupil

vergence (3) (7) (5)eye
retina conoid sectioning (8)

voxel scaling to NDC (9)
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4.4. Eye Model

To simulate vision with astigmatic eyes, Loos et al. [LSS98]
used distribution ray tracing. We continued to use wavefront
tracing for the region within the eye by introducing new
wavefront operations which are a transformation by a thin
lens and a sectioning. Our model transforms the wavefront
at the eye lens to form a revolved conoid shape and sections
the shape at the retina to acquire correct defocus or a point
spread shape which will be stored as a value of the blur field.
We assume that the eye as a lens system is a thin toric lens,
i.e., having orientation dependent refractive powers which
are uniform over the lens surface. From an ophthalmologi-
cal perspective, our eye model can treat regular or oblique
astigmatism in addition to myopia, hyperopia, and presby-
opia.

4.4.1. Wavefront Transformation by a Thin Toric Lens

Wavefront transformation in the eye is a complex phe-
nomenon. In addition to approximating the eye as a thin toric
lens, we assumed that the incident light ray direction is per-
pendicular to the lens. This assumption makes sense since
the eyeball rotates to the region of interest so that the ray
converges at the central retinal fovea. This subsection in-
troduces a simple transformation of the incident wavefront
and derives a refracted wavefront which will converge at the
retina.

After refractions by the spectacle lens and a translation to
the surface of the cornea, we obtain a wavefront with prin-
cipal curvaturesκ1 and κ2 and the principal directionse1
ande2, respectively. As illustrated in Figure7, we define an
eye lens coordinate system as a right-hand coordinate sys-
tem with its origin at the incident point and thezaxis aligned
with the wavefront normal vector. Thex axis is chosen to be
both horizontal and tangent to the wavefront and the lens.
For convenience the direction of positivex is determined
such that they axis points upward. Since any tangent vector
on the incident wavefront will be a common tangent vector
with the lens, we can choose thex axis as a common tangent,
which was denoted asu in Section4.3, in order to represent
the wavefront for the transformation by the thin toric lens.

Let ω1 be the angle between thex axis and the first prin-
cipal directione1, and we can apply Equation3, substituting
ω = −ω1, to obtain the directional curvaturesκx, κy, and
κxy.

For the wavefront transformation at the surface of the
eye lens, we employ the vergence formula instead of Snell’s
Law. Here, we introduce directional refractive powers of the
toric lens as a set of input parameters of the astigmatic eye.

Given the principal refractive powersP1 andP2, and the
angle between thex axis and the first principal direction

ω(e)
1 , we find the directional refractive powersPx (in thex-z

plane),Py (in they-z plane), andPxy by applying Equation3

substitutingκ1 = P1, κ2 = P2, andω =−ω(e)
1 .

(a) incident wave

1ω
x

1κ

y

2κ

z

)(
1

eωx
1P

y

2P
z

1ω′
x 1κ ′

y

2κ ′
z

(b) refractive power 
of the eye

(c) refracted wave

1e 2e

Figure 7: Wavefront transformation by an astigmatic eye
with principal refractive powersP1 andP2.

In optical science, the basic vergence formula is

V +P = V ′, (6)

whereV is the vergence of the incident light wave and can
be denoted asV = nκ by definition, with the refractive index
n of the media of the incident side and the curvatureκ at the
incident point,P is the refractive power of the lens, andV ′
is the vergence of the outgoing light. We extended this equa-
tion for directional curvature and derived formulas for the
wavefront transformation by an eye as a toric lens, yielding

κ ′x = µκx +
Px

n2
, κ ′y = µκy +

Py

n2
, κ ′xy = µκxy+

Pxy

n2
, (7)

whereµ = n1
n2

, n1 is the refractive index of the air, andn2 is
that of vitreous humor of the eye.

We find the final wavefront to converge at the retina by
using Equation5, with κu = κ ′x, κv = κ ′y, andκuv = κ ′xy, ob-
taining the principal curvaturesκ ′1 andκ ′2, and the angle of
the first principal directionω ′

1 =−ω.

4.4.2. Evaluation of Light Spread at the Retina

In general the light wave as derived above, when refracted
by a toric lens, does not converge to a point. After incom-
ing through a circular pupil of a certain size, the transfer-
ring light forms a conic-like shape known as Sturm’s conoid,
yielding two focal lines being perpendicular with each other
as illustrated in Figure8. Two main issues here are (1) the
analysis of Sturm’s Conoid and (2) the human eye accommo-
dation. This subsection describes how to find, given a pupil
and a static light wave forming a conoid, the shape of the
light spread projected onto the retina, whereas the next sub-
section discusses the accommodation.

For simpler observation of the Sturm’s conoid, we ignore
for a while the rotation of the principal directions aboutz-
axis, i.e., we assumeω ′

1 = 0. To simulate the spread of the
projected light spot, we take a cross-section of the conoid
with a plane perpendicular toz-axis. By settingz as a con-
stant parameterze for the distance between the cornea and
the retina, we obtain an implicit equation of an ellipsoid
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the normalized device coordinate. The refraction at the spec-
tacle lens is taken into account. The lens is approximated as
a thin lens in this case.

S(x,y) = x2

a2 + y2

b2 = 1, where

a = rp(1−κ ′1ze), b = rp(1−κ ′2ze), (8)

andrp is the radius of the pupil. The abovea andb can be de-
rived from the proportional relationship among the sides of
several of the right-angled triangles alongz-axis (e.g.4AOC
and4BPCin Figure8). The parametersκ ′1 andκ ′2 should be
what the system had determined taking into account the ac-
commodation as will be explained in Subsection4.4.3.

At the retina, whereze = zr , the ellipse shape described by
a, b, andω ′

1 represents the point spread of the light source.
When the light wave from the wave source of a voxel is
traced and eventually results in an ellipsoid at the retina, we
treat the shape as an approximated defocusing pattern which
any point light source in the voxel should produce, and regis-
ter the information for the voxel. Instead of registeringa, b,
andω ′

1, an equivalent2×2 matrix which should transform
a unit circle into the oriented ellipsoid is stored as the voxel
value. This precomputed matrix for each voxel is the entity
of the blur field.

To determine the scaling factor of the matrix, we need to
consider a geometrical relationship between the retina and
the normalized device coordinate system (NDC), the scale
of which is equivalent to that of the voxel space.

Let sh and sv be the scaling factors from the retina to
the NDC for horizontal and vertical directions respectively,
and we obtain the final blur field valueBvx,vy,vz at a voxel
(vx,vy,vz) as:

Bvx,vy,vz =
(

sh 0
0 sv

)(
cosω ′

1 −sinω ′
1

sinω ′
1 cosω ′

1

)(
a 0
0 b

)
. (9)

Figure9 illustrates howsh is computed. A small horizon-
tal lengthhr at the retina should be mapped to a length in
the normalized device coordinate system (NDC)hNDC. The
scaling factorsh can be computed byhNDC/hr . The vertical
scaling factorsv is computed similarly.

Note that every variable in the right-hand side of Equa-
tion 9 varies by the individual voxel. The result of the multi-
plication of the three2×2 matrices is stored in each voxel.

4.4.3. Accommodation of the Eye

It is the common assumption that the eye tries to accommo-
date so as to align the circle of least confusion on the retina.
Let zr be the distance between the thin lens of our eye model
and the retina, and the above condition is satisfied by letting
a =−b in Equation8. Thus we obtain

zr =
2

κ ′1 +κ ′2
. (10)

We can expand the above formula by using Equations3, 7,
4, and5 in turn and using the factn1 = 1.0, to yield

zr =
n2

κ̄ + P̄
, (11)

whereκ̄ = κ1+κ2
2 andP̄ = Px+Py

2 . Optically κ̄ is the average
curvature of the incident wavefront to the eye andP̄ is the
average refractive power of the eye.

Let P̄min be the standard non-astigmatic refractive power
of the eye in minimum (relaxed) accommodation, and let∆P
be the accommodation refractive power limited by the max-
imum accommodation ability∆max, i.e.,∆P∈ [0,∆max], then

P̄ = P̄min+∆P. (12)

From Equations11and12, we obtain

∆P = max

(
0, min

(
n2

zr
− κ̄− P̄min, ∆max

))
. (13)

The meaning of the above accommodation formula is as fol-
lows. When the mean curvature of the incident lightκ̄ , which
is usually negative, is smaller (−κ̄ is greater), i.e., the light
wave comes from a closer location to the eye, the accommo-
dation effort∆P becomes greater, and vice versa. A standard
value for∆max is presented in Table2 but it declines through-
out life.

Let A be the user-defined astigmatism, i.e.,A = P1,min−
P2,min, whereP1,min and P2,min are the principal refractive
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powers of the eye in minimum accommodation and it is nat-
ural to assumēPmin = P1,min+P2,min

2 , then

P1,min = P̄min+
A
2

, P2,min = P̄min− A
2

, (14)

and, by definition, we obtain the principal refractive powers
of the eye taking account of accommodation,

P1 = P1,min+∆P, P2 = P2,min+∆P. (15)

The wavefront tracer will receive the above two values with
the user-defined parameterω(e)

1 in order to carry on tracing
as was described in the second half of Subsection4.4.1.

Table2 shows the standard parameters of the Gullstrand
and Helmholtz’s schematic eye [GvH09] which we used in
the implementation. Table3 indicates which of the parame-
ters should be controlled to simulate which of the the human
vision symptoms.

Table 2: Values of the Gullstrand and Helmholtz’s schematic
eye. The refractive power of maximum accommodation
should be reduced according to the age.

parameter symbol value

minimal
accommodation

P̄min 58.64 (D)

refractive
power

maximal
accommodation
ability

∆max 11.93 (D)

distance between front
cornea and retina

zr 22.785 (mm)

refractive air n1 1.000
index vitreous humor n2 1.336

The unit D is diopter (m−1).

Table 3: Simulation targets and their control parameters.

target symptom parameter control

refractive P̄min > 58.64 (D)myopia
axial zr > 22.785(mm)
refractive P̄min < 58.64 (D)hyperopia
axial zr < 22.785(mm)

presbyopia ∆max< 11.93 (D)
regular A > 0, ω(e)

1 = 0astigmatism
oblique A > 0, ω(e)

1 6= 0
daylight or night vision 0.75< rp < 4 (mm)

4.5. GPU Implementation

In the rendering main loop, the scene is iteratively drawn as
many times as the user-defined number of samplings for de-
focus and the results are blended to produce a blurred image.
The trick to apply the blur field to each vertex is a simple
process.

For each sampling, adisplacement seed vectoris gener-
ated and fed into the vertex shader. A displacement seed

vector is a 2D vector from the center of a unit circle to a ran-
domly generated point within the circle. In the vertex shader,
the seed is transformed into a 2D displacement vector us-
ing the blur field valueBvx,vy,vz (Equation9) which has been
looked up with the NDC coordinates of the vertex. The NDC
can be obtained by dividing thex, y, andz by w coordinate.
The shader adds the 2D displacement vector to the NDCx
andy values and gets them back to the homogeneous coor-
dinates just before exiting.

The blur fieldBvx,vy,vz is supplied to the vertex shader as
either a 3D texture or a 2D texture tiled with sub-textures.
A typical size of a blur field is 32×32 voxels forx and y
directions and 128 forz (depth) direction. Each field value
is a 2×2 matrix and can be represented as a 4-component
texel.

A vertex shader code for the displacement using OpenGL
Shading Language [RK06] is shown below.

uniform sampler3D blurField;
uniform vec2 seed;
void main(void) {

// emulate fixed function lighting
......
......
gl_Position = ftransform();
// displace the vertex in NDC
const float w = gl_Position.w;
vec3 ndc = vec3(gl_Position.x/w, 

gl_Position.y/w, gl_Position.z/w);
vec3 texCoord = vec3(ndc.x/2.0 + 0.5, 

ndc.y/2.0 + 0.5, ndc.z/2.0 + 0.5);
vec4 mat = texture3D(blurField, texCoord);
vec3 disp = vec3(mat.x*seed.x + mat.y*seed.y, 

mat.z*seed.x + mat.w*seed.y, 0.0);
ndc += disp;
gl_Position = vec4(ndc.x*w, ndc.y*w, ndc.z*w, w);

}

5. Results and Performance

The performance is affected by the overall number of poly-
gons in the scene. Especially, the mesh complexity of the
refractive lens has an impact because the rays are traced on a
per-vertex basis. We used lens models of about 1,000-vertex
meshed polygons, which yielded images practically as accu-
rate as ray tracing. All performance numbers were measured
using 3.2GHz Pentium4 CPU with NVIDIA GPU GeForce
7800GTX graphics, with the1024×768pixel output image
size. Please see the attached movies for the real-time cap-
tured interactive operations.

Rendering double-refraction through a lens object
achieves 30-40fps for scenes of approximately 10,000 poly-
gons. With color aberration, the throughput declines to 15fps
(Figure4).

The depth of field processing consists of multiple render-
ing and the performance is affected by the number of sam-
plings. We used ten-sampling blurred image, which is suffi-
cient for lens design verification in our experience. Without
lens refraction, the frame rate for a blurred image in Figure1
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Figure 10: A virtual eyeglass simulator using polarized
stereo eyeglasses and projectors with polarized filters.

left is around 30fps. Rendering of refraction correction im-
ages by a spectacle lens took 7fps to over 20fps depending
on the scene complexity, window size, and the number of
samplings. Each of the middle and right images in Figure1
took 20.1fps at 10-sampling with1024× 768 window. For
the Figure1 images, the pupil diameter was set to be 2cm
intentionally to exaggerate the defocusing results. The blur
field values are in proportion to the pupil sizerp, which is
obvious from Equations8 and9.

Figure 10 shows snapshots of a binocular, stereoscopic
visualization system using this method. The rendering takes
just twice the normal application since the dual images are
rendered independently with different input conditions.

Figure11 is a result of the verification of a progressive
lens under design. While the upper half of the lens is pretty
good at adjusting the myopia, a major portion of the lower
half except the center fails to correct the presbyopia, show-
ing the difficulty of the design of progressive lenses.

An astigmatism example is presented in Figure12 with
a partial blur field voxel information visualized as a set of
ellipsoids. An observation of a whole blur field is presented
in Figure13.

The precomputation to generate a blur field using the
wavefront tracing takes 300 milliseconds for a8×8×128-
voxel blur field, 1 second for16×16×128, and 7 seconds
for a32×32×256blur field.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a fast depth of field rendering method tak-
ing into account the properties of the human eyesight. Our
method has the following characteristics.

• Near real-time frame rate with refraction and defocusing
• A precise human-eye model capable of simulating vari-

ous eyesight syndrome and their correction by spectacle
lenses

• Precomputed spatially distributed defocus information
stored as a blur field

The blur field is a key and novel idea for the fast rendering.
It is easy to implement on programmable GPUs and the data
set is simple and compact. It could be utilized by other ap-
plications which require flexible, space dependent displace-

Naked eye referenceProgressive lens

Figure 11: Correction by a prototype progressive lens.

(a) Without DOF (b) DOF with a blur field

Figure 12: An astigmatic naked eye simulation result. The
newspaper object is placed so close (6.1cm at the lower-left
corners and 10.7cm at the upper-right) that the eye is unable
to accommodate. A partial blur field (voxels of almost the
same depth as the newspaper) is visualized as an ellipsoid
for each voxel. Note that every blur field ellipsoid is also
blurred exactly by its own spread range. Also note that the
ellipse shapes differ by their distances from the viewpoint,
exhibiting the sections of the Sturm’s conoid.

ment of objects in the scene. Blur fields can be combined
even with distribution ray tracing if the programmers add a
vertex displacement routine.

A limitation of the blur field technique is that the objects
need be tessellated into meshed polygons with some suffi-
cient granularity comparable to the blur field voxel size. A
solution to this might be to use the blur field in the fragment
shader, which is a future work.

Although our method is currently applied in a spectacle
lens design company, applications to the image content gen-
eration industry are also possible, for example, as a special
effect for realistic human vision.
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Figure 13: An observation of an8×8×128voxel blur field
(top-right) and its applied result (bottom-right). Each of the
small red circles represents a blur field value of a voxel. The
circles are so closely formed near the viewpoint that they
appear to be a block. The size of a circle is equal to the size
of the blurring at the place, as shown in Figure12. Strong
myopia and presbyopia are simulated, and the focus is only
on the object where the blur field values are zeros.
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